Greeting’s unto the Adrian Empire.
Just a quick reminder that there is a new Device
Registration Form available on the Adrian Empire Website. We ask that all
future presentation’s be submitted on this form. As always, if any assistance
is needed in understanding the policies of registration and the College rules
of presentation please send your questions to the Imperial Sovereign of
Arms or any of the Regional Deputies.
YIS,
Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd
Fleur de Lis

Castilles
March of Hygrove

Estate K- Cast (March/2005)
Per chevron inverted or and purpure, a castle argent
in chief a mullet sable.

March of Tartarus

Estate K- Cast (March/2005)
Sable, a tricapitatied wolf rampant argent.

House Clan Magni

Estate K- Cast (March/2005)
Gules, four hammers in cross bases conjoined to an annulet
argent.

Alfred Clophill

Badge K- Cast (March/2005)
Fieldless, a triangle inverted vert

Bjorn Valladyr

Badge K- Cast (March/2005)
Sable, a stags head caboshed argent attired or

Siobhan Mac Cionaoith Device K- Cast (March/2005)
Per pale purpure and vert, a daisy argent seeded or

Duchy of Chesapeake
Sir Kaeyron Aramis Maethanos
Device D-Ches (March/2005)
Per pale gules and azure, three swords proper pallwise inverted
in base a crescent argent.
Sir Kaeyron Aramis Maethanos
Device D-Ches (March/2005)
Per pale gules and azure, a tiger salient argent
in base a crescent argent.

Shire of Galloway
Shire of Galloway

Device Sh-Gall (March/2005)
Per bend azure and vert, a drakkar argent.

Sir Duncan MacLang Device Sh-Gall (March/2005)
Per bend argent and azure, a lion rampant guardant
counterchanged.

Umbria
County Cambridge

Estate K-Umbria (March/2005)
Quarterly purpure and azure, a candlestick within a bordure
argent.

County Concord

Estate K-Umbria (March/2005)
Or, upon a pale azure a cockatrice or.

House Aubrey

Estate K-Umbria (March/2005)
Quarterly vert and gules, in 1st and 4th a chalice or.

Canton of Montfort Estate K-Umbria (March/2005)
Argent, upon a pile inverted gules a tower argent.
Sir Liam Lust

Device K-Umbria (March/2005)
Per chevron sable and argent, two swords in saltire argent and
three gouttes, one and two, gules.

Dame Serene

Device K-Umbria (March/2005)
Sable, three bars or.

Lady Shara

Device K-Umbria (March/2005)
Purpure, a elephant argent.

Reinstated
Antoine Burgandy Device (Life time Grant)
Gules, in fess two fleur-de-lis sable.

Returns

Castilles
Bjorn Valladyr

Device K- Castilles (March/2005)
Sable, a chevron between three stags heads caboshed argent
Attired or.
Only one cd of difference. Sable, a chevron between three
pheons argent. D-Aine Lasairiona YORK]

John Godfrey

Device K- Castilles (March/2005)
Quarterly or and azure, 1 and 4 a maltese cross gules, 2 and 3
A maltese cross argent
Violation of HMRR VI. Marshalling. Counterchanging the
cross’s with the tinctures if the field would help eliminate this
issue.

Duchy of Chesapeake
Captian Roger Jolie

Device D-Ches (march/2005)
Sable, a fret or charged with a fret
Gules.
We wish to thank the presenter for resubmitting so
we could have a clearer understanding of the Arms presented.
We felt that these Arms looked fantastic, but we were
Uncertain as to whether these Arms truly portrayed a
Proper heraldic practice. The Arms were submitted to
The senior staff of the College of Arm’s for review. It was
Decided by a majority that these arms could not be considered
A charge on charge due to the complexity of presenting such a
Display. Also that the rule’s of fimbriation would be violated if
We took this approach. So at this time, unless furthe r evidence
can be presented to the College of Arms to support registration
we must deny its registration due to improper heraldic
practice.

Umbria
Barony of Fallen Keep Estate K-Umbria (March/2005)
Vert, upon a pile inverted azure a tower argent and in chief two
plates argent.
Violation of HMRR I. This was presented as Per chevron
field division. The point of the per chevron should not reach
To the top of the shield. What is truly presented here is a Pile
inverted( though some would contend that it is a bit wide at the
Base). As a Pile, it would therefore violate the rule of tincture –
Azure charge on a vert field. Please re draw if it is wished to be
Per chevron field division.

House Obsidian

Device K- Umb (March/2005)
Pily sable and azure, a battle axe argent.

Violation of HMRR I.B.2.- Field divisions of more than four (4) parts (gyronny, checky,
bendy, paly, etc.) must be comprised of one (1) color and one (1) metal. This also include’s Pilly.

House Sun Dragon Device K- Umb (March/2005)
Azure , A sun or surmounted by a dragon rampant sable.
Violation of Policies and Prescedents – Charges 6.
. Suns may no longer be charged with anything besides roundels
( the so-called “sun eclipsed”).
This was Blazoned as a mullet when submitted, yet the charge is
Clearly a sun. Also mullets of greater than 8 points would be
Checked against suns. P.P. Mullets 1.

Lord Nikoli Gustavson

Device K- Umb ( March/2005)
Checky gules and sable.
Violation of HMRR I.B.2.- Field divisions of more than four

(4) parts (gyronny, checky, bendy, paly, etc.) must be comprised of one (1) color and one (1)
metal. This device was originally grandfatherd in to the College and then released in Feb 2005. It
is no longer a register able item.

Sir Richard Reven

Device K- Umb ( March/2005)
Azure, a battle axe argent shafted brown in saltire two
Swords argent.
Violation of HMRR I. Please redraw.

It is necessary to point out that when something is
tinctured "proper", the Rule of Tincture STILL APPLIES.
A "tree proper" is tinctured with a brown trunk and Vert leaves. A "beaver proper" is
brown. Historically, brown charges "proper" are never found on Colour fields, only on
metal, which leads to the conclusion that brown is classed as a Colour. If something is
brown by default, then it is a Colour. (This is different from conflict - when dealing with
Brown, the Adrian College counts it as 1 CD from all tinctures except Sable, from which
it is indistinct.)
Lady Anna Maria de La Rouge
Device K- Umb ( March/2005)
Purpure, a pile argent, in chief a martlet sable in fess
Two quills counterchanged.
Returned for a redraw and violation of HMRR XX D.
I included the blazon presented due to the concern of
Trying to understand the submitters intent. The martlet
Does not reside in chief but more in line to the fess point.
The quills are not conterchanged that would imply that
One is on the pile and the other on the field, which would
Make one purpure and one argent. Both quills are on the
Field and are presented argent. The new device
Registration form has tick marks to give relation to the
Chief area of the field, the fess area and the base area.
Please redraw using the proper tools and the true desired
Positions of the charges.

Released
Sir Phelan Kell Device D-Eka Approved
[1997/July] Per chevron gules and argent; in base a shamrock vert

We are currently looking for claimant of these arms:
House of Black Rose Estate S-Rath Approved
[1999/July] Per pale gules and azure; on a pile argent a rose sable ??

